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Chronicle Update
Welcome to the first of our newsletters giving you an update on Chronicle
Software. We provide professional services and world leading Java libraries to
enhance automated trading capabilities for a multitude of global financial
services organizations.

Commercial
Update

Technical Update

Support Update

Here at Chronicle, due
to significant growth
within the business,
we have made some
additions to our
Commercial Team

We have made some
significant investment in
our product range including
support for Java 11 and C++

We have extended our
support arrangements
and now we can offer
skilled and experienced
support for all our open
source software
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Commercial Update
We have enjoyed significant growth over the last twelve months acquiring several new
customers and new innovative use cases for our suite of software products, to support this
and future growth we have expanded our commercial team with two new recruits. Rob
Hunt has joined in a Business Development Role and Andrew Twigg has joined in a Sales role

We are also to developing and expanding our product range this includes new Enterprise
features in Chronicle Map and Chronicle Queue plus also expanding the languages
supported to include C, C++ and Python. In addition we are working on continually
improving the latency and throughput performance of our core capabilities

Technical Updates
Java 11 Support
From chronicle-bom 2.17.x, we have support for Java 8 and 11. We are not intending to
support for Java 9 and 10 as these at End of Public Updates from Oracle. To support Java 11,
a number of JVM internal classes moved or were no longer available. We added mapping to
the new classes or wrote replacements where possible.
C++ support
We are adding C++ support for Chronicle Queue v5. This will allow low latency IPC between
Java and C++ in an interoperable format. To make testing easier we will have a JNR/FFI
wrapper for the C++ library, so we can do back to back tests from Java. C++ is only available
via a

Support Update
We have expanded our support offering that enables us to offer skilled and experienced
support for all our open source software, this support will provide that peace of mind that
you are always able to talk to an expert in the event of any outage saving both time and
money
Please contact us on sales@chronicle.software.com to discuss how Chronicle can help you

